
Zeus

Recommended year group: Year 3  Theme focus: History  Suggested term: Summer

Theme introduction:
Zeus is a theme that is focussed on learning about Ancient Greece. Learning in this theme is focussed on History but also includes Geography, Art, PSHE and 
Design and Technology. In Zeus, we look at key figures such as Alexander the Great and some of the important Greek battles such as the Battle of Marathon and 
the Battle of Thermopylae. Pupils will learn about what life was like in Ancient Greece and hear many of the famous Greek myths that were told, such as Theseus 
and the Minotaur and the Twelve Labours of Heracles. The theme finishes by researching the origins of the Olympic Games and looking at exactly what the Greeks 
did and how it influenced our lives today.

Driving question
What can ancient history still teach us about 
the world today?

Science POS Focus
Light

Linked reading texts: 
Greek Myths for Young Children by Usborne  
Greek Myths by Marcia Williams  
 

Writing outcomes:
Descriptive poem to describe the Greek Gods – Based 
on ‘If I was’ by Brian Moses 
Character Descriptions – Greek God/Heracles
The Labours of Heracles – Rewrite one of the twelve 
labours and invent your own labour for Hercules 

Curriculum coverage

Geography – Human geography, location and maps

PSHE – Living in the wider world

History – Historical vocabulary, chronology, historical enquiry and sources, significant individuals, events and 
achievements, similarities, differences and connections

Computing – Digital researching: finding information

Design and Technology – Representing design ideas; make materials 

English – Reading: poems and playscripts

Suggested Switched on Science unit
Light and shadows: Perform a light and shadow 
dramatization of an Ancient Greek myth 

Suggested Switched on Computing unit
We are opinion pollsters: Pupils create a survey 
asking how life was in Ancient Greece, and hot 
seat the teacher to answer the questions 
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Theme essential vocabulary:
Alexander the Great, Ancient Greece, archaeology, 
army, Athens, battle, civilisation, Crete, Heracles, 
justify, Knossus, labyrinth, Marathon, maze, myth, 
Olympics, Persia, slave, Sparta, strength

Excite:
Meet Zeus, king of all the gods, ruler of the skies, 
cloud gatherer and master of rain. Listen to his torrid 
tale of how he fought and conquered his father, 
Cronus, then drew lots with his brothers, Poseidon 
and Hades, to become supreme ruler of the gods. 
Find out about his deadly powers and his lightning 
thunderbolt, which he hurls at those who displease 
him. Hear why he carries his sceptre and his regal 
eagle. What can you discover about the mighty Zeus?

Explore:
Explore 1 – Where in the world is Greece?
Explore 2 – Chronology of ancient Greece
Explore 3 – Life in ancient Greece
Explore 4 – Gods and godesses
Explore 5 – Greek myths
Explore 6 – Theseus and the minotaur
Explore 7 – The labrinyth

Theme essential knowledge
1. Where in the world Greece is and to know that it is in the continent of Europe.
2. To know that Greece is bordered by Albania, North Macedonia, Bulgaria and Turkey.
3. To know that Alexander the Great was a successful leader who never lost in battle.
4. Alexander the Great lived from 356–323 BC.
5. There were Athenians and Spartans.
6. Know that boys as young as seven were trained to be soldiers.
7. Know the differences between an Athenian and a Spartan.
8. The key battles that took place were: Battle of Marathon, Battle of Thermopylae.
9. To understand the significance of Greek myths and how they show human characteristics of survival.
10. The first Olympics took place in 776 BC.
11. The first modern Olympics started in 1894.
12. The Greeks worshiped twelve key gods and Goddesses.

Explore 8 – The twelve labours of Heracles
Explore 9 – The twelve labours of Heracles - mask 
making
Explore 10 – Life of a Spartan soldier boy
Explore 11 – Greek invasions
Explore 12 – Alexander the Great
Explore 13 – The origins of the Olympic games
Explore 14 – Hold an Olympic games event
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Flipped learning opportunities:
1. Who were the Greek gods and goddesses? Pupils to read some of the myths 

before they start.
2. Pupils to look at what Greece is like as a place – do their own research to 

explain its features.

Family learning opportunity:
1. Design a mythical creature.
2. Make a Greek jug or bowl.
3. Choose a scene from Greek mythology to represent in artwork, using colours 

typical of Greek art.

Cultural awareness

Key piece of music
Go The Distance – Hercules 
God Only Knows – Beach Boys

Key piece of art
The Venus de Milo (sculpture) – Alexandros of 
Antioch

Key poem
How The Tortoise Got Its Shell – Judith Nicholls

Excel:
• Ancient Greece timeline of key events
• Fact file of life achievements of Alexander the 

Great
• Labyrinth maze created
• Gods and goddesses presentations
• Olympic Games held

Exhibit:
Myths and Legends of Ancient Greece walk- through 
exhibit:
• Turn the corridor into a walk-through exhibit of 

pupils’ work from the theme
• Exhibits could include their timelines, non- 

chronological reports on Ancient Greek life, visual 
display of the story of Theseus and the Minotaur, 
Greek god/goddess heads, retold versions of 
Heracles’ labours

Possible wider experiences:
1. Research all about Ancient Greece:
• the philosophers
• the gods and goddesses. 
• the battles.
2. Visit the British Museum in London or the 

Ashmolean Museum in Oxford and see the 
Ancient Greek artefacts.
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Mental wellbeing: The twelve 
labours of Heracles 

Explore 8 

Explore title Mental wellbeing: The twelve labours of Heracles 

Objective (WALT) To identify a range of emotions that may arise in different situations. 

Essential skills PSHE 
To deepen their understanding of good and not so good feelings, to extend their 
vocabulary to enable them to explain both the range and intensity of their feelings  
towards others. 

Outcome Create freeze frames to depict emotion. 

Key vocabulary  anger, difficult, emotions, resilience 

Key focus • Pupils to show empathy and put themselves ‘in the shoes’ of Heracles as he tackled 
each labour. What emotions did he feel at different points? Use drama techniques to 
convey a range of emotions. 

• Link this to their own lives and consider times that they have felt a range of emotions. 
How did they deal with these feelings? 

Inspire Education 
link 

Watch video entitled ‘Heracles’ monologue’ when introducing Heracles (Hercules)  
to pupils. 

Teaching the 
Explore 

A range of normal emotions 
Sometimes we experience intense emotions that can be difficult to deal with. Show pupils 
the BBC Bitesize video about dealing with anger, which is in the slide. 
Link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zjxqxnb 

Ask pupils to think of a time when they felt angry. Pose these questions to pupils:  

• How did you respond and cope with the feelings? 
• Did you use any strategies, e.g. taking deep breaths or counting to ten?  

Explain to pupils that it is completely normal to experience a range of emotions 
throughout our daily lives. What feelings and emotions can pupils think of?  

Explain that all our emotions fall into the five main groups: 

• disgust 
• fear 
• joy 
• anger 
• sadness. 

Can pupils think of any other words that could cover these emotions? Can they think of a 
time when they have experienced these emotions? 
 
Conflicting emotions 
Discuss with pupils whether they think it is possible to feel more than one emotion at the 
same time. Ask pupils whether they have ever felt conflicting emotions? They could feel 
intense frustration with a task, such as learning to ride a bike, and then a sense of pride 
when they make progress or have a breakthrough.  

Or could they feel excited and terrified at the same time when visiting a theme park? 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zjxqxnb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zjxqxnb
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Mental wellbeing: The twelve 
labours of Heracles 

Explore 8 

 Tell pupils that we are going to look at a Greek myth about the twelve labours of Heracles. 
As we go through the myth, pupils should think about the range of emotions Heracles 
might have been feeling. Tell pupils that when we come across this range of emotions, we 
have to use our internal strength, resilience, persistence and determination to overcome 
challenges. Sometimes, however, the best thing is to connect with other people and ask 
for help. Ask pupils to pay attention to these qualities as the class goes through the myth.  
 
Heracles’ background 
Introduce Heracles to the pupils. Pupils to understand that this person had two names: 
Heracles was his Greek name, meaning ‘Glory of Hera’; but the Romans later changed it to 
Hercules. 

Read the myth backgrounds to the pupils from the slides. Explain who Heracles’ parents 
were and his background. Discuss why he was set ten labours in the first place.  

Heracles was a demi-God: half-god and half-human. His mother was Alcmene, and his 
father was Zeus (the king of the gods). Heracles was a very strong person and when he 
was 18, he went to work on the hillside as a cattle herder. To show his strength, when a 
lion attacked the herd, Heracles killed it with his bare hands. 

Heracles married Megara, a princess. This annoyed the goddess Hera. Hera decided that 
she would trick Heracles by making him think that his family were snakes. Heracles killed 
them, only to realise that he had killed his family.  

Can pupils predict how this made Heracles feel?  

Heracles was left riddled with guilt. He went to see the Oracle of Delphi to rid himself of 
his guilt. He was told to serve King Eurystheus for ten years and complete any task that the 
king asked of him. This is how he came to do his labours. Only when he had done this 
would he be free from guilt and become immortal.  
 
The ten labours 
Explain that the class will be divided into two. Each half of the class will be given a 
summary of five of the labours that Heracles had to undertake.  

After reading each one, pupils should consider the emotions that Heracles would have felt 
during and after each labour and discuss them with a classmate (e.g. pride, frustration and 
anger). They should also consider how different labours may have caused different and 
sometimes conflicting emotions for Heracles.  
 
Labour one – Slay the lion of Nemea 
A lion was causing suffering to the people of Nemea and it was Heracles’ task to kill him so 
that people would no longer suffer. The lion was fiercely strong. Heracles pulled an arrow 
from his quiver, but it just bounced off the chest of the lion. Heracles tried again but it was 
no use – no arrow was going to pierce the skin. 

Heracles had been told that the lion was cunning, and his cave had many tunnels. Heracles 
found the lion’s escape hole and sealed it with a huge boulder. He then went back to the 
front of the cave. He wrestled with the lion and finally killed it with his  
bare hands. 
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Mental wellbeing: The twelve 
labours of Heracles 

Explore 8 

 Labour two – Slay the Lernaean Hydra 
Heracles’ next task was to kill the monster that lived in the swamps of Lerna. The monster 
was a giant snake that had multiple heads. If one was cut off, it grew two in its place! 
Heracles had help from his nephew Loluas. 

When Heracles chopped off a head, he got Loluas to seal the wound with his torch to stop 
the head re-growing. After killing the Hydra, Heracles took some of its blood to use on the 
tips of his arrows. 
 
Labour three – Capture the golden hind of Artemis 
The golden hind was a sacred deer owned by the goddess Artemis. The deer had golden 
horns and was loved by Artemis. When Artemis found out that Heracles wanted to slay it, 
she agreed to a compromise. Heracles was allowed to capture the deer and take it to the 
king alive, but then it had to be freed. 
 
Labour four – Capture the boar of Erymanthia 
Heracles’ next labour was to capture the Erymanthian boar that was terrorising the local 
people. Heracles found the boar and managed to back it into a hollow. The boar tried to 
get past Heracles by charging at him and spearing him with his tusks, but this failed. 
Heracles knocked the boar out by hitting it on the head with a stone. He tied it up and 
carried it back to the king. 
 
Labour five – clean the entire Augean stables in one day 
Heracles was told to clean out the king’s dirty stables. The horses that were kept there 
were notorious for their smell and the amount of dung that they produced. It was a 
disgusting task as they had not been cleaned for many years. 

Heracles cleaned them out by diverting two rivers. The water from the rivers flowed 
through the stables taking the dung and smell with it! 
 
Labour six – Slay the Stymphalian birds 
For the next task, Heracles had to rid a lake of some nasty birds. These birds were flying 
over Lake Stymphalia and were eating the other birds and fish. The local people were 
going hungry as they relied on the fish for food.  

The goddess Athena came to Heracles’ rescue and lent him some castanets. These made 
an awful noise, which scared the birds. Once they were in the air, Heracles could shoot 
each one down with his bow and arrows.  
 
Labour seven – Capture the Cretan bull 
The Cretan bull had come from the sea and the god Poseidon claimed it as his. The bull 
was dangerous and trampled all over the island. The ground shook wherever it went, and 
consequently buildings fell down.  

Heracles was able to catch the bull and tie it up before carrying it back to the king. 
However, King Eurystheus ordered Heracles to set the bull free. Heracles advised against 
it, but the king didn’t follow the advice. The bull was set free and rampaged around the 
island, scaring people and making the city wall tremble. 
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Mental wellbeing: The twelve 
labours of Heracles 

Explore 8 

 Labour eight – Steal the mares of Diomedes 
King Eurystheus sent Heracles to Thrace. He was to capture the mares (horses) belonging 
to Diomedes. However, these were no ordinary horses as they were man eaters and 
completely wild. No one had ever managed to ride them until Heracles crept up behind 
them and tied them together. He then successfully rode them back to the king. However, 
the king did not want them, and so Heracles was told to set them free on Mount Olympus.  
 
Labour nine – Get the girdle from the Queen of the Amazons, Hippolyta 
Heracles was ordered to steal a beautiful precious stone-studded girdle (belt) from 
Hippolyta, who was the Queen of the Amazons. Instead of using his strength, Heracles 
turned on his charm! He managed to get Hippolyta to like him and agree to give him the 
girdle. However, Hera appeared in the tribe and told them that Heracles was trying to 
steal from the queen. Unfortunately, there was a sword fight, but Heracles did manage to 
escape with the girdle.  
 
Labour ten – The cattle of Geryon 
The cattle belonged to Geryon, who was a three-headed monster. When Heracles arrived 
at the island, a two-headed dog charged at him. He hit both of the heads with a club, 
killing the dog.  

Then, the three-headed Geryon charged at him with three swords and shields to protect 
itself. Heracles shot the monster with one of his arrows that he had dipped into poisonous 
blood of the Hydra during labour two, killing the Geryon with one shot. He loaded the 
cattle onto a ship and sailed back to the king. 
 
Class discussion 
Once the class has looked through the ten labours, bring pupils together for a  
class discussion.  

Heracles has completed his ten labours! How do you think he feels at this moment? Elicit 
that he is likely to experience a range of emotions (e.g. pride, relief, exhaustion). 

But wait … is the story over?  

Reveal to pupils that King Eurystheus had other ideas! 

Explain that King Eurystheus had originally given Heracles ten labours to complete, but 
when Heracles returned after completing the tenth labour, he got a surprise! 

Eurystheus told Heracles that two of the labours were invalid and he was therefore 
disqualified. Ask pupils why they think Heracles might have been disqualified. 

Reveal to pupils that King Eurystheus disqualified Heracles because, for two of the labours, 
he had help: 

• Labour two – the Hydra was not killed by Heracles alone, he had help from his 
nephew, Loluas. 

• Labour five – Heracles had also not cleaned the Augean Stables alone: the rivers had 
assisted him! 

So, two more labours had to be completed. 

How do pupils think Heracles felt when he found out there were two further labours  
to complete? 

https://www.greekmythology.com/Myths/Mortals/Eurystheus/eurystheus.html
https://www.greekmythology.com/Myths/Heroes/Heracles/heracles.html
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Mental wellbeing: The twelve 
labours of Heracles 

Explore 8 

 Labour eleven – Steal apples from the Hesperides 
These apples grew on trees that were tended to by three nymphs, the Hesperides. The 
walls to the garden were guarded by a dragon with 100 heads. Heracles was told that not 
even he should attempt to fight the dragon and the only way to get the apples was to 
have help from Atlas. 

Heracles went to visit Atlas, who was a giant Titan. His shoulders carried the weight of the 
world. Heracles offered to change places with him for a while so that Atlas could visit his 
daughters, the Hesperides. Atlas agreed. With Heracles now holding the world on his 
shoulders, Atlas went to visit the Hesperides. A few weeks later, Atlas arrived back with 
the divine apples. 

However, Atlas didn’t want his old job back. Therefore, Heracles tricked him by asking him 
to hold the world while Heracles altered his cloak. Atlas agreed and, while the world was 
on top of his shoulders, Heracles made his escape. 
 
Labour twelve – Bring back the three-headed dog Cerberus from the Underworld 
Heracles’ final challenge was to go down into the Underworld and bring Cerberus back to 
the king. Heracles would be the first living being to travel down to see Hades in the 
Underworld. He found Hades and managed to get Hades agree to him borrowing 
Cerberus.  

Cerberus was a wild, three-headed dog. There was one condition: Heracles had to 
overpower the dog without using any of his weapons. After a short period of time, 
Heracles had Cerberus whimpering and took him up to King Eurystheus. 

The king was extremely impressed and agreed that Heracles could be free from guilt as 
soon as he returned Cerberus to the Underworld. 
 
Main task 
Provide a summary of each labour and how Heracles completed it on strips of paper (see 
worksheet). Pupils are to work in twos or threes and are to be given a labour that they 
must keep secret. Pupils look at their labour and produce a freeze frame to convey the 
emotions of the scene. The audience will guess which labour they are trying to show and 
the emotions that Heracles may have felt. 

When the teacher taps a pupil on their shoulder, they should speak to reveal the emotions 
of Heracles at the moment of the freeze frame. The audience will then get another chance 
to guess which labour and emotions they were trying to convey. 

Provide the following prompts to help pupils with their freeze frame:  

• For your task, you are creating a freeze frame for one of the Labours of Heracles.  
• What are the best ways to convey emotion? Here are some key pointers: 

o use facial expressions 
o think about body language 
o do you need any gestures? 
o react to other characters 
o think about your position ‘on stage’. 

 
Alternative task 
Provide pupils with the short summaries of each labour from the worksheet, with space to 
write the range of emotions that Heracles is feeling after each labour. Share with others in 
the class. Have they identified similar emotions? 
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Mental wellbeing: The twelve 
labours of Heracles 

Explore 8 

 

Assess, reflect, 
connect 

Hold a discussion for pupils to answer the following questions. 

1. What kind of person was Heracles?  
2. How did he respond when he was put in a situation that resulted in  

intense emotions?  
3. What can we learn from him? 
4. Once again, consider the range of emotions that Heracles experienced. Reflect on 

your own life – are there times you have experienced similar emotions?  
5. How did you cope?  

Can we share any strategies that may help others to cope with intense emotions?  

Related 
resources 

• Explore 8 The twelve labours of Heracles: teaching slides 
• Explore 8 The twelve labours of Heracles_Heracles summary worksheet 
• Zeus: Knowledge bank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



The twelve labours 
of Heracles
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The twelve labours of Heracles

PSHE
To deepen understanding of good and not so good feelings, to extend 
vocabulary to enable you to explain both the range and intensity of 
your feelings towards others.

• Show empathy and put yourself ‘in the 
shoes’ of Heracles. What emotions did he 
feel at different points? Use drama 
techniques to convey a range of emotions. 

• Link this to your own life and consider 
times that you have felt both good and not 
so good emotions. 

Key focus Essential skills

anger difficult
emotions resilience

Key vocabulary

To identify a range of 
emotions that may arise in 
different situations.

WALT

Create freeze frames to depict 
emotion.

Outcome
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A range of normal emotions

Sometimes we experience intense emotions
that can be difficult to deal with. 
Click on the image to watch a clip about 
dealing with anger.
Think of a time when you have felt angry. 
1. How did you respond to and cope with the 

feelings of anger?
2. Did you use any strategies, e.g. taking 

deep breaths or counting to ten? 
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A range of normal emotions

It is completely normal to experience a 
range of emotions throughout our daily lives.
1. What feelings and emotions can you think of?
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A range of normal emotions

All of our emotions fall into these five main groups:

1. Can you think of any other words that could cover these emotions? 
2. Can you think of a time when you have experienced any of these emotions? 
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Conflicting emotions

Is it possible to feel more than one emotion at the 
same time?
Have you ever felt conflicting emotions?
You could feel intense frustration with a task, such 
learning to ride a bike, and then a sense of pride 
when you make progress or have a breakthrough. 
Or you could feel excited and terrified at the same 
time when visiting a theme park!
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The twelve labours of Heracles

We are going to look at a Greek myth about the 
twelve labours of Heracles. 
As we go through the myth, we are going to think 
about the range of emotions Heracles might have 
been feeling. 
When we come across this range of emotions, we 
have to use our internal strength, resilience, 
persistence and determination to overcome 
challenges. Sometimes, however, the best thing is 
to connect with other people and ask for help. 
Let’s see what we notice as we go through 
this myth. 
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Heracles’ background
Meet Heracles. You may also know him as Hercules, but this was the name given to him by the 
Romans. The Greeks called him Heracles. 

Heracles was a demi-god: half-god and half-human. His mother was Alcmene and his father was 
Zeus (the king of the gods). Heracles was a very strong person and when he was 18, he went to 
work on the hillside as a cattle herder. To show his strength, when a lion attacked the herd, 
Heracles killed it with his bare hands.

Heracles married Megara, a princess. This annoyed the goddess Hera. Hera decided that she 
would trick Heracles by making him think that his family were snakes. Heracles killed them, only to 
then realise that he had killed his family.  

Predict: 
How do you think this made Heracles feel?
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Heracles’ background

Heracles was left riddled with guilt. He went to see 
the Oracle of Delphi to rid him of his guilt. He was 
told to serve King Eurystheus for ten years and 
complete any task that the king asked of him. This 
is how he came to do his labours.
Only when he had done this would he be free 
from guilt and become immortal.
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The ten labours

Now that we know why Heracles was assigned the 
labours, we are going to learn more about each of 
his tasks.
The class will be divided into two. Both halves of 
the class will be given a summary of five of the 
labours that Heracles had to undertake.  
After reading each one, consider the emotions that 
Heracles would have felt during and after each 
labour and discuss them with a classmate (e.g. 
pride, frustration, anger). 
Consider how Heracles overcame these feelings; 
what characteristics did he show? 
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Labour one – Slay the lion of Nemea

A lion was causing suffering to the people of Nemea and it 
was Heracles’ task to kill him so that people would no 
longer suffer. The lion was fiercely strong. Heracles pulled 
an arrow from his quiver, but it just bounced off the chest 
of the lion. Heracles tried again but it was no use – no 
arrow was going to pierce the skin.
Heracles had been told that the lion was cunning, and his 
cave had many tunnels. Heracles found the lion’s escape 
hole and sealed it with a huge boulder. He then went back 
to the front of the cave. He wrestled with the lion and 
finally killed it with his bare hands.

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour two – Slay the Lernaean Hydra

Heracles’ next task was to kill the monster that lived in the 
swamps of Lerna. The monster was a giant snake that had 
multiple heads. If one was cut off, it grew two in its place!  
Heracles had help from his nephew Loluas.  
When Heracles chopped off a head, he got Loluas to seal 
the wound with his torch to stop the head regrowing. After 
killing the Hydra, Heracles took some of its blood to use on 
the tips of his arrows.

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour three – Capture the golden hind of Artemis

The golden hind was a sacred deer owned by the goddess 
Artemis. The deer had golden horns and was loved by 
Artemis. When Artemis found out that Heracles wanted to 
slay it, she agreed to a compromise. Heracles was allowed 
to capture the deer and take it to the king alive, but then it 
had to be freed.  

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour four – Capture the boar of Erymanthia

Heracles’ next labour was to capture the Erymanthian boar 
that was terrorising the local people. Heracles found the 
boar and managed to back it into a hollow. The boar tried 
to get past Heracles by charging at him and spearing him 
with his tusks, but this failed. Heracles knocked the boar 
out by hitting it on the head with a stone. He tied it up and 
carried it back to the king.

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour five – Clean the entire Augean stables in 
one day
Heracles was told to clean out the king’s dirty stables. The 
horses that were kept there were notorious for their smell 
and the amount of dung that they produced. It was a 
disgusting task as they had not been cleaned for 
many years. 
Heracles cleaned them out by diverting two rivers. The 
water from the rivers flowed through the stables taking the 
dung and smell with it!

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour six – Slay the Stymphalian birds

For the next task, Heracles had to rid a lake of some nasty 
birds. These birds were flying over Lake Stymphalia and 
were eating the other birds and fish. The local people were 
going hungry as they relied on the fish for food. 
The goddess Athena came to Heracles’ rescue and lent 
him some castanets. These made an awful noise, which 
scared the birds. Once they were in the air, Heracles could 
shoot each one down with his bow and arrows. 

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour seven – Capture the Cretan bull

The Cretan bull had come from the sea and the god 
Poseidon claimed it as his. The bull was dangerous and 
trampled all over the island. The ground shook wherever it 
went, and consequently buildings fell down. 
Heracles was able to catch the bull and tie it up before 
carrying it back to the king. However, King Eurystheus 
ordered Heracles to set the bull free. Heracles advised 
against it, but the king didn’t follow the advice. The bull 
was set free and rampaged around the island, scaring 
people and making the city wall tremble.

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour eight – Steal the mares of Diomedes

King Eurystheus sent Heracles to Thrace. He was to 
capture the mares (horses) belonging to Diomedes. 
However, these were no ordinary horses as they were 
man eaters and completely wild. No one had ever 
managed to ride them until Heracles crept up behind them 
and tied them together. He then successfully rode them 
back to the king. However, the king did not want them, and 
so Heracles was told to set them free on Mount Olympus. 

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour nine – Get the girdle from the Queen of the 
Amazons, Hippolyta
Heracles was ordered to steal a beautiful precious 
stone-studded girdle (belt) from Hippolyta, who was the 
Queen of the Amazons. Instead of using his strength, 
Heracles turned on his charm! He managed to get 
Hippolyta to like him and agree to give him the girdle. 
However, Hera appeared in the tribe and told them that 
Heracles was trying to steal from the queen. 
Unfortunately, there was a sword fight, but Heracles did 
manage to escape with the girdle. 

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Labour ten – The cattle of Geryon

The cattle belonged to Geryon, who was a three-headed 
monster. When Heracles arrived at the island, a two-
headed dog charged at him. He hit both of the heads with 
a club, killing the dog. 
Then, the three-headed Geryon charged at him with three 
swords and shields to protect itself. Heracles shot the 
monster with one of his arrows that he had dipped into 
poisonous blood of the Hydra during labour two, killing the 
Geryon with one shot. He loaded the cattle onto a ship and 
sailed back to the king.

What emotions would Heracles have felt 
during this labour?
How did he overcome this?
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Class discussion

1. Heracles has completed his ten labours! How do you 
think he feels at this moment? 

But wait … is the story over? 
In fact, King Eurystheus had other ideas!
King Eurystheus had originally given Heracles ten 
labours to complete, but when Heracles returned after 
completing the tenth labour, he got a surprise!
Eurystheus told Heracles that two of the labours were 
invalid and he was therefore disqualified. 

2. Why might he have been disqualified?  
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Class discussion

King Eurystheus disqualified Heracles because, for two of 
the labours, he had help: 
• Labour two – the Hydra was not killed by Heracles 

alone, he had help from his nephew, Loluas.
• Labour five – Heracles had also not cleaned the 

Augean Stables alone: the rivers had assisted him!
So, two more labours had to be completed …

1. How do you think Heracles felt when he found out 
there were two further labours to complete? 
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Labour eleven – Steal apples from the Hesperides

These apples grew on trees that were tended to by three nymphs, the 
Hesperides. The walls to the garden were guarded by a dragon with 
100 heads. Heracles was told that not even he should attempt to fight 
the dragon and the only way to get the apples was to have help from 
Atlas.
Heracles went to visit Atlas, who was a giant Titan. His shoulders 
carried the weight of the world. Heracles offered to change places with 
him for a while so that Atlas could visit his daughters, the Hesperides. 
Atlas agreed. With Heracles now holding the world on his shoulders, 
Atlas went to visit the Hesperides. A few weeks later, Atlas arrived 
back with the divine apples.  
However, Atlas didn’t want his old job back. Therefore, Heracles 
tricked him by asking him to hold the world while Heracles altered his 
cloak. Atlas agreed and, while the world was on top of his shoulders, 
Heracles made his escape. 
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Labour twelve – Bring back the three-headed dog 
Cerberus from the Underworld

Heracles’ final challenge was to go down into the Underworld and 
bring Cerberus back to the king. Heracles would be the first living 
being to travel down to see Hades in the Underworld. He found Hades 
and managed to get Hades agree to him borrowing Cerberus. 
Cerberus was a wild, three-headed dog. There was one condition: 
Heracles had to overpower the dog without using any of his weapons. 
After a short period of time, Heracles had Cerberus whimpering and 
took him up to King Eurystheus.  
The king was extremely impressed and agreed that Heracles could be 
free from guilt as soon as he returned Cerberus to the Underworld. 
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Your task …

In groups, you are going to pick a card with one of the 
labours of Heracles. Keep it secret!
Work together to create a freeze frame to show this 
labour and the emotions that Heracles may have felt. 
You will present your freeze frame to an audience who 
will try to guess what your labour was.
If the teacher taps you on the shoulder, you should 
speak to reveal the emotions of Heracles at the moment 
of the freeze frame.
The audience will then get another chance to guess 
which labour, and the associated emotions, you were 
trying to convey.
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How do we convey emotions?

For your task, you are creating a freeze frame for one of 
the labours of Heracles. 
What are the best ways to convey emotion? Here are 
some key pointers: 
• use facial expressions
• think about body language
• do you need any gestures?
• react to other characters
• think about your position on stage.
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Alternative task

1. Read each summary of the labours. For each labour, 
write the range of emotions that Heracles felt.

2. Share your thoughts with others in the class. 
3. Have they identified similar emotions?
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1. What kind of person was Heracles? 
2. How did he respond when he was put in a situation that resulted in intense emotions? 
3. What can we learn from him? 
4. Once again, consider the range of emotions that Heracles experienced. Reflect on your 

own life – are there times you have experienced similar emotions? 
5. How did you cope? 
6. Can we share any strategies that may help others to cope with intense emotions? 
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Heracles summary worksheet 

Labour one – Slay the lion of Nemea 
A lion was causing suffering to the people of Nemea and it was Heracles’ task to kill 
him so that people would no longer suffer. The lion was fiercely strong. Heracles 
pulled an arrow from his quiver, but it just bounced off the chest of the lion. Heracles 
tried again but it was no use – no arrow was going to pierce the skin. 

Heracles had been told that the lion was cunning, and his cave had many tunnels. 
Heracles found the lion’s escape hole and sealed it with a huge boulder. He then 
went back to the front of the cave. He wrestled with the lion and finally killed it with 
his bare hands. 

 

 

Labour two – Slay the Lernaean Hydra 
Heracles’ next task was to kill the monster that lived in the swamps of Lerna. The 
monster was a giant snake that had multiple heads. If one was cut off, it grew two in 
its place! Heracles had help from his nephew Loluas. 
When Heracles chopped off a head, he got Loluas to seal the wound with his torch 
to stop the head regrowing. After killing the Hydra, Heracles took some of its blood 
to use on the tips of his arrows. 
 
 

Labour three – Capture the golden hind of Artemis 
The golden hind was a sacred deer owned by the goddess Artemis. The deer had 
golden horns and was loved by Artemis. When Artemis found out that Heracles 
wanted to slay it, she agreed to a compromise. Heracles was allowed to capture 
the deer and take it to the king alive, but then it had to be freed. 

 

 

Labour four – Capture the boar of Erymanthia 
Heracles’ next labour was to capture the Erymanthian boar that was terrorising the 
local people. Heracles found the boar and managed to back it into a hollow. The 
boar tried to get past Heracles by charging at him and spearing him with his tusks, 
but this failed. Heracles knocked the boar out by hitting it on the head with a stone. 
He tied it up and carried it back to the king. 
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Labour five – clean the entire Augean stables in one day 
Heracles was told to clean out the king’s dirty stables. The horses that were kept 
there were notorious for their smell and the amount of dung that they produced. It 
was a disgusting task as they had not been cleaned for many years. 

Heracles cleaned them out by diverting two rivers. The water from the rivers flowed 
through the stables taking the dung and smell with it! 

 

 

Labour six – Slay the Stymphalian birds 
For the next task, Heracles had to rid a lake of some nasty birds. These birds were 
flying over Lake Stymphalia and were eating the other birds and fish. The local 
people were going hungry as they relied on the fish for food. 

The goddess Athena came to Heracles’ rescue and lent him some castanets. These 
made an awful noise, which scared the birds. Once they were in the air, Heracles 
could shoot each one down with his bow and arrows. 

 

 

Labour seven – Capture the Cretan bull 
The Cretan bull had come from the sea and the god Poseidon claimed it as his. The 
bull was dangerous and trampled all over the island. The ground shook wherever it 
went, and consequently buildings fell down. 

Heracles was able to catch the bull and tie it up before carrying it back to the king. 
However, King Eurystheus ordered Heracles to set the bull free. Heracles advised 
against it, but the king didn’t follow the advice. The bull was set free and rampaged 
around the island, scaring people and making the city walls tremble. 

 
 

 Labour eight – Steal the mares of Diomedes 
King Eurystheus sent Heracles to Thrace. He was to capture the mares (horses) 
belonging to Diomedes. However, these were no ordinary horses as they were man 
eaters and completely wild. No one had ever managed to ride them until Heracles 
crept up behind them and tied them together. He then successfully rode them back 
to the king. However, the king did not want them, and so Heracles was told to set 
them free on Mount Olympus. 
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Labour nine – Get the girdle from the Queen of the Amazons, Hippolyta 
Heracles was ordered to steal a beautiful precious stone-studded girdle (belt) from 
Hippolyta, who was the Queen of the Amazons. Instead of using his strength, 
Heracles turned on his charm! He managed to get Hippolyta to like him and agree 
to give him the girdle. However, Hera appeared in the tribe and told them that 
Heracles was trying to steal from the queen. Unfortunately, there was a sword fight, 
but Heracles did manage to escape with the girdle. 

 

 

Labour ten – The cattle of Geryon 
The cattle belonged to Geryon, who was a three-headed monster. When Heracles 
arrived at the island, a two-headed dog charged at him. He hit both of the heads 
with a club, killing the dog. 

Then, the three-headed Geryon charged at him with three swords and shields to 
protect itself. Heracles shot the monster with one of his arrows that he had dipped 
into poisonous blood of the Hydra during labour two, killing the Geryon with one 
shot. He loaded the cattle onto a ship and sailed back to the king. 

 

 

Labour eleven – Steal apples from the Hesperides 
These apples grew on trees that were tended by three nymphs, the Hesperides. The 
walls to the garden were guarded by a dragon with 100 heads. Heracles was told 
that not even he should attempt to fight the dragon and the only way to get the 
apples was to have help from Atlas. 

Heracles went to visit Atlas, who was a giant Titan. His shoulders carried the weight of 
the world. Heracles offered to change places with him for a while so that Atlas could 
visit his daughters, the Hesperides. Atlas agreed. With Heracles now holding the 
world on his shoulders, Atlas went to visit the Hesperides. A few weeks later, Atlas 
arrived back with the divine apples. 

However, Atlas didn’t want his old job back. Therefore, Heracles tricked him by 
asking him to hold the world while Heracles altered his cloak. Atlas agreed and, 
while the world was on top of his shoulders, Heracles made his escape. 
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Labour twelve – Bring back the three-headed dog Cerberus from the Underworld 
Heracles’ final challenge was to go down into the Underworld and bring Cerberus 
back to the king. Heracles would be the first living being to travel down to see Hades 
in the Underworld. He found Hades and managed to get Hades agree to him 
borrowing Cerberus. 

Cerberus was a wild, three-headed dog. There was one condition: Heracles had to 
overpower the dog without using any of his weapons. After a short period of time, 
Heracles had Cerberus whimpering and took him up to King Eurystheus. 

The king was extremely impressed and agreed that Heracles could be free from guilt 
as soon as he returned Cerberus to the Underworld.  
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WHAT MAKES  A HERO?
Mighty, hot-tempered gods with the immense forces of nature at their 

command. Spellbinding and immortal goddesses wielding unrivalled 
power from their palace in the clouds. And a supporting cast of 

monster-slaying demigods to astonish us with superhuman shows of 
strength and cunning. Greek mythology is packed with bold and 
fearless antics to put your favourite superhero movie to shame! 

Read all about the Greek 
gods and goddesses here!

    Scan or click this

Ancient Stories 
Long before books were printed, spoken stories were passed from 
person to person over hundreds of years. The telling of myths became an 
important and serious ritual, and the heroic characters they featured came 
to play very special roles in Ancient Greek life. From Ares, the giant-killing 
god of war, to the goddess of love, Aphrodite, the deities were believed to 
control both the good and the evil in the world. 

But why did the Ancient Greeks create these myths? The gods and 
goddesses rarely gave their earthly subjects an easy ride. In fact, 
the people of Greece spent their lives at the mercy of the gods, 
terrified of upsetting them and risking punishment through fire, 
famine or flood! Despite this, men and women found comfort in 

having these superheroes around 
to guide their way through the 
confusing world around them. They 
built great temples and made special 

places in their homes where they 
displayed statues and left presents to 
please the many gods and goddesses. 

Wise up 
words:

Deity
A god or goddess

Demigod
Half god, 
half human

Emotions
The names we give 
to our feelings

Immortal
Never dies; 
lives forever

Villain
A bad person in 
a story

Fun Fact:
When you hear the word Nike, you 
may immediately think of the famous 
swooshing tick on a pair of trainers. 
Did you know that the sports brand 
got its name from an ancient Greek 
myth? The winged goddess Nike 
represented victory and speed – 
perfect for a set of running shoes! 

https://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-greek-gods.html 
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YOUR QUEST
Why Not…

Draw a picture of yourself as 
a god or goddess and design a 
costume that represents your 
special powers. 

Write a Greek myth around your 
god or goddess, complete with 
heroes, villains and monsters!

Create an imaginary family 
tree. Which famous Greek gods 
and goddesses would you be 
related to? 

Think about what sort of god or goddess 
you would like to be. What powers would 
you have, and how would you use them? 
Consider the emotions you would instil 
in people. Would you be sweet or scary?

You could start by thinking about 
something negative, like a fear, and 
turning it into a positive. Afraid of 
heights? You may wish to become god of 
the skies! Remember that heroes often 
have a mixture of good and bad traits, 
and none of the Greek gods and 
goddesses were perfect. 

Ultimate Influencers:

Sophocles
Sophocles had a mind brimming with 
wild and wonderful stories. He lived 
in Ancient Greece, where he wrote 
over 100 plays based on the classic 
heroes and villains of Greek mythology. 
People would flock to outdoor theatres 
to watch these exciting tales unfold 
on the stage. Sophocles’ plays 
are still read and performed 
around the world.

High and Mighty
Some of the most powerful Greek gods were believed to 
live at the top of Mount Olympus, the tallest mountain in 
the country. Their majestic home was hidden from human 
eyes by clusters of clouds. Amazingly, you can climb to the 
top of the real Mount Olympus today! 

Take a trip to the home 
of the gods!

Find out about Ancient 
Greek theatre!

    Scan or click this
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lick this

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyBDy8urs1Q
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zx67xnb
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Ancient Greek myths have left us with a precious heritage of stories and 
characters. If you enjoyed putting a modern spin on traditional tales, 
why not read Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan? 
The action-packed quest of the young hero will leave you eager to 
discover more about this fascinating world. 

a heroic effort!a heroic effort!

just for laughs:
What does Zeus wear 
under his clothes?

Thunderwear!

Fighting Fears
The ancient world was often a scary place for the ordinary 
Greek. They believed that the Earth was a flat circle, 
a bit like a paper plate. When it was battered by 
storms, earthquakes and high tides, things were 
especially frightening because nobody understood 
the science behind it. 

Out of these fears came stories of amazing godly powers and 
achievements. When terrifying thunderstorms hit, the Ancient 

Greeks remembered to honour Zeus, the mighty lord of 
lightning. When the world just got too much, people 

found a hero in Hercules, who overcame difficult 
challenges and hideous monsters.  

Even today, we love to use 
storytelling and heroic sagas to 
face our own fears!

Would You 
Rather?

Have the power to control the weather 
or to turn people into animals?

https://www.penguin.com.au/books/percy-jackson-and-the-lightning-thief-book-1-9780141346809/extracts/1881-percy-jackson-and-the-lightning-thief
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